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In this Course you get to learn:

All the technical core concepts are explained from the basic level to complex level including all topics about React and Redux libraries which is developed by Facebook and was later open sourced for the development of single-page web applications.

You get to learn about the below skills:

The set of skills which can be obtained upon completing this React with Redux Training Course are such as React JS, Redux, Extending Elements, Shadow DOM, Node Js Fundamentals, React Js with ES5, Emmet and React Props, React Lifecycle and Component, Fetch records Application, Bootstrap, ES 2015, React.js using ES 2015 React with Redux, etc.
The React is a JavaScript library which was initially developed and later open sourced by Facebook along with a community of developers.

The main feature of React library is its Virtual DOM concept which will be very efficient in updating the DOM tree without any delay and produces fast responses. React contains life cycle components that efficiently manages the entire life cycle of an application effectively.

**Redux Course**

This is a Bundle Course that includes complete in-depth Redux Course combined into one Complete Course.

This Bundle perfectly meets the requisite of the industry and gives you a better chance of being hired as Redux professional.
React with Redux Tutorials

Section 1. Introduction
- Introduction to React with Redux

Section 2. Extending Elements
- Understanding the Web Components
- Purpose of Custom Elements
- Instantiating Extending Elements
- Creating Extended Elements
- Understanding the Template Text

Section 3. Shadow DOM
- Understanding the Shadow DOM
- Creating a HTML Element
- JavaScript File For jQuery
- Styling the Web Component
- Style Template for Custom Elements
- HTML Input in Style Sheet
- Overview on the Web Components

Section 4. NodeJs Fundamentals
- Node Js and its Modules
- Installing and Running Node Js
- Learning the Node Js Module
- User Define or Local Modules
- Understanding the Third Party Module
- Executing the NPM Js Code
- Understanding the Project Dependency Module
- Http and Event Module
- Summary on Node Js
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Section 5. ReactJs with ES5
- Purpose of using React Js
- Example on How React Works
- Learning Javascript in XML

Section 6. Emmet and React Props
- Exploring the Emmet Toolkit
- Methods of using Props
- Creating Render Function for Customization
- React State for maintaining the Component

Section 7. React Lifecycle and Component
- Rendering Component with React Term
- Understanding Refs in React
- Data Flow in React
- Component Lifecycle in JS
- Methods of React Lifecycle
- Function of Component Will update
- Creating Component with Mounting Component

Section 8. Fetch records Application
- Responsive Web design for Web page
- Working on Bootstrap Examples
- Creating Fetch records Application
- Fetching records with Audio end
Frequently Asked Questions

Is this React with Redux Training course recommended for any Web Engineer or Fresh Engineer in IT industry?

Yes, Any fresh engineer or Web or UI Engineer or UI Architect or Front-End Developer or prospective UI Developers who are interested in learning the core and advanced concept level UI engineer or architect roles and responsibilities can opt for this React with Redux Training course in IT industry.

Will this React with Redux Training course add any professional benefit in the current Information Technology industry?

Yes. this React with Redux Training course adds many professional benefits to all the learners’ career in many ways such as a verifiable professional certification from Edu CBA Academy and also lifetime access to the entire course contents in the form of hands-on videos.
Customer Reviews

"The front-end concepts or web development concepts in this React with Redux Training course are explained and elucidated very well and all the complex web components topics such as DOM API or web platforms with hands-on content.

SHELDON BROWNE"

"The React with Redux library concepts with theoretical and hands-on content has been demonstrated well to master the web development platforms or applications. This is can be considered a very good one in the current paid ones in the industry with the best content for fresh javascript engineers or front-end architects.

VANSHIKA GADODIA"
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